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A: Other than that, you should be good to go. Q: How to make a thread behave as if it were executing I have the following line in my code: UIApplicationMain(argc, argv, nil, NSStringFromClass([AppDelegate class])); So when I launch my App, it gets stuck in the UIApplicationMain call, and then it get stuck on [AppDelegate applicationDidBecomeActive:]. The problem is that I want a thread to be scheduled for this call, but the
thread runs before the main app runs, and so it misses this call. I would like a thread to be scheduled for this call, but how? A: If you want to do this in code, you'll need to do it like so: [self performSelector:@selector(applicationDidBecomeActive:) withObject:nil afterDelay:0]; Note that this should be an actual method that you implement, not a selector. EDIT: Just realized that you want to schedule the method to run later, rather
than in advance. In this case, you can use a NSTimer with a delay: NSTimer *timer = [NSTimer timerWithTimeInterval:0.1 target:self selector:@selector(applicationDidBecomeActive:) userInfo:nil repeats:NO]; [timer fire]; NSTimer lets you schedule something later. The selector is what executes this method, and if you leave that out, then the selector you give will be called when the timer fires. The appeal didn't please Abid but it
did please the British High Commissioner in Karachi. And the reaction made Haseebullah's life into one long campaign from the British to make him sign the agreement and acknowledge the Queen, long after he had stopped paying respect. “After my appeal, a British woman gave me a telephone. She said, ‘You are a guest.’ I told her, ‘I am a guest.’ She said, ‘You are a guest.’ I told her, ‘I am a guest.’ She said, ‘You are a guest.
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